INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let C,,,, stand for the set of m X n complex matrices. For A E C,,,,,, the symbols A* and &((A) denote the conjugate transpose and column span, LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLlCATlONS 149:73-89 (1991) by r if they are rejexive, i.e., satisfy GAG = G; are subscripted by I if they have the least-squares property, i.e., satisfy AC = (AG)*;
and are subscripted by m if they have the minimum-norm property, i.e., satisfy GA = (GA)*. The unique member of {A,,,,} is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, denoted by A+. For more details on generalized inverses see, e.g., Rao and Mitra (1971) .
The star partial ordering 2 , the minus partial ordering ,< , and the s space preordering (quasiordering) -C are defined as follows: The star ordering (1.1) is due to Drazin (1978) . Matrices A and B satisfying (1.1) were, however, also considered earlier by Hestenes (1961, Lemma 3.3) . It was pointed out by Drazin (1978) The minus partial ordering was introduced by Hartwig (1980) and independently by Nambooripad (1980) . Actually, Hartwig (1980) proved that (1.2) defines a partial ordering in the situation where both A-and A" are replaced by one and the same reflexive generalized inverse, and called it "plus ordering." Hartwig and Styan (1986) noted that the reflexiveness and identity of generalized inverses in the two equalities in (1.2) are immaterial and adopted the term "minus ordering." Moreover, Hartwig (1980) showed that A;B e rank(B) = rank(A) + rank( B -A),
(1 6) or, according to the terminology of Mitra (1972) , A and B -A are disjoint. In view of Marsaglia and Styan (1972) and Mitra (1972, Lemma 2.1) n &(B* -A*) = {0}
Also notice that, in view of Marsaglia and Styan (1974, p. 288) and Cline and Funderlic (1979, p. 1951 , the condition (1.6) may alternatively be expressed as AZB = BB-A=AB-B=AB=A=A for some B-,B"
,B= E {B-}.
It is well known that
Moreover, it may be pointed out that the space preordering A : B entails the invariance of AB-A with respect to the choice of B-E {B-l and that the reverse implication holds when both A and B are nonzero; cf. Rao and Mitra (1971, pp. 21 and 43) . See also Hartwig (1975) and recent considerations of invariance properties by Baksalary and Kala (19831, Carlson (1987) , Baksalary and Mathew (19901, and Baksalary and Puntanen (1990) . In view of these remarks, when both A and B are nonzero, then A s: B if and only if A and B -A are parallel summable, and A 2 B if and only if, in addition, the parallel sum of A and B -A is the null matrix; cf. Mitra (1986, Theorem 2.1) .
In this paper, two new partial orderings are introduced by combining each of the two equations that define the star ordering in (1.1) with one of the conditions that define the space preordering in (1.31. Several properties of these orderings are examined, with main emphasis on comparing the new orderings with the star ordering, the minus ordering, and other related partial orderings. In particular, the sequence of implications 
BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE LEFT-STAR AND RIGHT-STAR ORDERINGS
The new partial orderings are formally introduced by the following. DEFINITIOIG 1. For A,B E C,,,,,), we say that A is below B with respect to the left-star partial ordering and write A*< B when A*A = A*B and /(A> c k(B), and we say that A is below B with respect to the right-star partial ordering and write A <*B when AA* = BA" and &A*) 2 .k(B*).
To show that the relation *< is indeed a partial ordering, observe Similar arguments show that also the relation =G* is a partial ordering.
Notice that the relation specified by the equation A*A = A*B alone (and also that specified by AA* = BA* alone) is reflexive and antisymmetric but not transitive.
For instance, the matrices and C=(l) satisfy A*A = A*B and B*B = B*C, but not A*A = A*C.
With the use of the new partial orderings, the first implication in (1.9) may be strengthened to the following. &k(B*), i.e., the two conditions in (2.6). This completes the proof of (2.3). The proof of (2.4) follows similarly. it follows that A*<B * AtA=AtB and BB+AA+=AB+AA+.
Noting that At E {Af ) and that A *< B implies B+AA+ E {A;) concludes the proof of (2.8). The proof of (2.9) is similar. n Combining Theorem 2.4 with Theorem 2.2 shows that both the minus-l ordering and the minus-m ordering admit natural representations in terms of the inclusions of sets of least-squares and minimum-norm generalized inverses, respectively, which were originally established by Mitra (1990, Theorem 4 .1) using different arguments. i.e., the Moore-Penrose inverse is isotonic with respect to the star ordering. A similar property for the minus ordering is not true in general, and the problem of characterizing the cases in which it holds was considered by Hartwig and Styan (1986, Theorem 3) . For the left-star and right-star orderings, however, the isotonicity property is again valid without any additional condition whatsoever. given by Mitra (1988, p. 180) In view of (1.5), this concludes the proof. Cc,> and Cc,), the former being due to Hartwig (1978) , are direct consequences of (b,) and (b,), respectively. n Styan (1986, Th eorem 21, Baksalary (1986) Finally, in view of (2.14), the necessity part of (d) We have investigated analogous splittings of the conditions defining partial orderings also with regard to the minus-l ordering and minus-m ordering for any A, B E C,,, ", and to the sharp ordering, minus-p ordering, and minus-x ordering for matrices of index one. The sharp ordering was originally considered by Mitra (1988, p. 164) , and the minus-p ordering and Mitra (1990, Section 5) . The results of our investigations are summarized in Table 1 .
